A new training algorithm for the chaotic Adachi Neural Network (AdNN) is investigated. The classical training algorithm for the AdNN and it's variants is usually a "one-shot" learning, for example, the Outer Product Rule (OPR) is the most used. Although the OPR is effective for conventional neural networks, its effectiveness and adequateness for Chaotic Neural Networks (CNNs) have not been discussed formally. As a complementary and tentative work in this field, we modified the AdNN's weights by enforcing an unsupervised Hebbian rule. Experimental analysis shows that the new weighted AdNN yields even stronger dynamical associative memory and pattern recognition phenomena for different settings than the primitive AdNN. key words: chaotic neural networks, chaotic pattern recognition, dynamical associative memory, Adachi Neural Network
Introduction
As a type of memory, an Associative Memory (AM) is a well-trained brain-like distribute memory closely associated with artificial Neural Networks (NNs). Association could take one of two forms: autoassociation and heteroassociation. In autoassociation, a NN is required to store a set of patterns. When one pattern or its distorted version is presented to the NN, the system should be able to recall the particular pattern correctly. Heteroassociation differs from autoassociation in that an arbitrary set of input patterns is paired with another arbitrary set of output patterns. If we let x i denote a pattern applied to the network and y i denote a memorized pattern, an AM can be described by x i → y i , i = 1, 2, · · · , n. In an autoassociative memory, y i = x i , while in a heteroassociative memory, y i x i .
Both of the two types of AM have a common feature: "static" ouput. In other words, there exists a "deterministic" mapping between the input and output: the network corresponds a fixed input with a stable output. In fact, all classic NNs strongly emphasize the system "stability" since it is very useful for computer information processing, however, it is much different from human memory -when we try to retrieve something, one thing reminds us of another, which reminds us of yet another. There is no obvious corre-spondence between the input and output. Human memory is apparently "nondeterministic"! Neurobiologists have been trying to uncover the underlying memory mechanisms for decades, and they have even made some progress. Now we realize that chaos universally exists in biological systems. Freeman and his co-authors did clinical work on the largescale collective behavior of neurons in the perception of olfactory stimuli and concluded that the quiescent state of the brain is chaos [1] . It also has been clarified experimentally that squid giant axons responses of a resting nerve membrane to periodic stimulation are not always periodic and the apparently nonperiodic responses can be understood as deterministic chaos. Thus, if we could build an NN possessing chaotic characteristic on the basis of biological models, it may be helpful for mimicking the phenomena of brain's information retrieval activities. Subsequently, it can lead to a new type of AM, which motivates this letter.
Rationale for This Letter
Let x = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n } denote a set of patterns that the network must memorize. Our aim is to design a Chaotic Neural Network (CNN) which is able to correspond a input with a set of outputs instead of a "stable" one during information processing. Mathematically, if x i is presented to the network, the entire set of x could be recalled. The relationship between input and output can be described as
We must emphasize that from the whole system view, unlike conventional AM, this relationship is not a mapping since for each single input x i there exist multiple outputs. However, if we observe the network as a dynamical system with feed-back, it can be described as
, which can be understood as an iterated-function.
The Chaotic Adachi Neural Network Model
The Adachi Neural Network (AdNN) [2] , [3] is a network of neurons with weights associated with the edges, a well-defined Present-State/Next-State function, and a welldefined State/Output function. It is composed of N neurons which are topologically arranged as a completely connected graph. A neuron identified by the index i is characterized by two internal states η i (t) and ξ i (t) at time t, whose values are defined by Eq. (1) and (2) respectively. The output of the i th neuron, x i (t), is given by a sigmoid function (3), which is defined by Eq. (4) Copyright c 2012 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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where k f , k r , ε are constants, α is the refractory scaling parameter and a i is the bias term with threshold and temporally constant external input. In Adachi and Aihara's paper [2] , [3] , they set α = 10, a i = 2 for obtaining AM properties and a i = 2 + 6x i for Pattern Recognition (PR) properties respectively. The weights {w i j } are defined by the Outer Product Rule (OPR):
where p is denotes the i-th component (or pixel) of the sth trained pattern. In this letter, we consider the weights carefully and claim the Eq. (5) is not good enough, as will be demonstrated in Sect. 2.2.
As one of the most fascinating CNNs, the AdNN shows a spectrum of chaotic, AM and PR properties under certain settings. Again, we emphasize that these properties could be enhanced by modifying the inappropriate connection weights, as will be illustrated in Sect. 3.
Designing the New Weighted AdNN

The Topology of the Network
The topology of a classical NN usually is a fully connected or neighbor-coupled graph, which is easy to be implemented. However, there are two problems associated with such a structure. One is the excessive computational cost (quadratic function of the neuron number) and the other one is that such topologies have few biological meaning. In [4] it is reported that a real neural system used to has a linearapproximation connectivity. Anatomists have proved that the topology of a real neural system probably satisfies smallworld and scale-free characteristics [5] - [7] . The pioneering work in regard of modifying CNNs' topology can be found in our previous work [8] , [9] . We succeeded in minimizing the computational burden of the AdNN to be linear. Our that idea is novel but still neither consistent with real neural systems. In Ke Qin's doctoral thesis [10] , he managed to modify the AdNN's topology to random, small-world and scale-free graph and obtained the so-called Random Adachi, Small-world Adachi and Scale-free Adachi. According to his experimental results, he claimed the three new NNs also show chaotic, AM and PR properties. While all the above work are very valuable, however, in this letter, we still use a fully-connected graph as the basic topology. This is essentially because, as applied CNN researchers, we still do not know how to design a CNN whose topology possesses complex network characteristics. This future work could be collaboratively done with physic and neuroanatomy researchers.
The Weights of the Network
We generally have two modes to train classical recurrent NNs: epoch-wise and continuous training. These two methods have some common features, e.g, they are both based on the method of gradient descent. Thus, neither of them can be used for CNNs because CNNs' behaviors cannot be characterized by gradient descent. So far, almost all of current CNN models use the OPR to fix network connection weights. Although the OPR is the simplest algorithm and has yet been successfully applied to Hopfield NN to obtain AM properties, its effectiveness for CNN has not yet been studied or verified. Therefore, we must design another learning algorithm for CNN training.
Since we have no algorithm at hand to train a CNN, we have to turn to some basic commonly recognized rules, e.g, the Hebb's assumption. According to Hebb's assumption: When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or both cells such that A's efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased. This is the fundamental of association learning. The Hebb rule has two forms: supervised and unsupervised. In fact, Aihara and Adachi et al. adopted the supervised form. But it's too rough because unlike traditional AM systems, the dynamical AM is able to retrieve "all" the trained patterns instead of a single paired static one, as we stated in Sect. 1.1. Besides, we don't have any input-target samples to use. Thus the unsupervised form, as an alternative, is much better theoretically than the supervised one. The basic unsupervised Hebb rule has the expression:
where β is a learning rate, x jq (t) is the j-th neuron's output corresponds with input pattern P q at time t, P q is a column vertor whose i-th component is p iq . The physical meaning of Eq. (6) is very obvious: the weight w i j will increase if the j-th neuron's output has the same sign as the i-th neuron's input. Otherwise, the weight will decrease. By such a rule, a NN is able to memorize trained patterns. However, it could lead {w i j } to be infinity, which is apparently not right. Thus we introduce a decay item associated with output like "Instar" rule [11] . The modified learning rule is:
In our experiments, the output x jq (t) is either 1 or 0. If x jq (t) = 0, then w i j (t + 1) = w i j (t). Otherwise, the Eq. (7) can be rewritten if we set β = γ.
which means w moving towards the trained pattern if the output is active. Repeat this training process using the entire Fig. 1 The 2-norm of w(t + 1) − w(t) during the training process for the Adachi data set. We note that the 2-norm of w(t + 1) − w(t) converges to zero after merely about 25 time steps.
training set until the weights converge. We may characterize the training phase as follows:
Algorithm 1 New Weights of the AdNN 1: Choose a pattern sequence to train the network. In this letter, the first four patterns presented in Fig. 2 are used, thus q = 0, 1, 2, 3 and the neuron number is N = 100, i, j = 1, 2, · · · , N; 2: Set the initial conditions of the network at time t = 0 as follows: 
Convergence of the Weights
We proceed a numerical experiment for the Adachi data set to verify the algorithm convergence. A word about the parameter β used is not out of place. The choice of the learning rate is always by trial-and-error method. If it is too small, the convergence is sluggish. Otherwise, it may not converge or can oscillate. In all our experiments, we set β = 0.3 because the scheme converges and yields the best convergence results.
From Fig. 1 we observe that the norm of the matrix Δw(t + 1) = w(t + 1) − w(t) converges to 0 which indicates the weight w(t) converges very rapidly after merely 25 time steps. That is, after 25 repeated training epoches, the weight w(t) will not change. We must also note that the converged weight w(t) is not equal to w old -the initial weight of the AdNN calculated by OPR.
New Properties of the New-AdNN
Now we are in the position of checking whether the newly obtained network, named the New-AdNN, possesses stronger dynamical AM properties. The numerical experiment is conduct on the Adachi data sets as shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 The pattern set used by Adachi. The first four patterns are used to train the network. The fifth pattern includes 15% noise of the forth. The sixth pattern is the untrained pattern. Table 1 The AM properties comparison. In each case, the pattern in the most left column is the input. The patterns in the second column are those associated ones corresponding to the input. The numbers are the frequencies of each pattern being retrieved within 1,000 iterations. Table 1 is the AM properties comparison between the NewAdNN and AdNN in four cases. From the Italic numbers we can see clearly the New-AdNN is able to retrieve all stored patterns with much higher frequency. Thus we say the NewAdNN indeed performs better than the AdNN in AM ability.
Comparative Associative Memory Properties
Quasi-Energy Function and Long Term Behaviors
We define the quasi-energy function of the New-AdNN as Adachi et al did in [3] :
As shown in Fig. 3 , the New-AdNN doesn't converge even after 150,000 iterations. While the AdNN converges shapely to a periodic attractor with period 20 after 24,310 iterations. Thus we conclude the enhanced AdNN has a larger transient phase than the AdNN. Besides, we observe that the New-AdNN's behavior is not strictly chaotic, instead, it has a periodicity 11888! On the contrary, this periodicity phenomenon during the transient phase is not observed for the AdNN. The Hamming distance between the output and the stored patterns (P2 and P4) when external stimulus a corresponding to P4. In the interest of brevity, we just choose the figure of P2 and P4 as a comparison.
Comparative External Stimulus Dependence and Pattern Recognition Properties
The behavior of the New-AdNN also strongly depends on the external stimulus a, which is possibly be utilized for pattern recognition. We investigated two different external stimulus: a corresponding to a stored pattern (e.g., P4) and an unstored pattern (e.g., P6). In the first case, during the 6000 iterations, the pattern P4 is retrieved very frequently and seemed non-periodically, as shown in Fig. 4 bottom. However, if we observe the Hamming distance between the output and a stored pattern, P2. We'll see the P2 is periodically recalled after about 292 iterations. We also have confirmed the period is 1372. Thus we summarize the network behavior is indeed periodic after a short transient phase. During each period, the corresponding pattern appears very frequently while the others do not. In the second case, all stored patterns are retrieved a few times with no period and the frequencies are much lower than in the first case. The experimental details are given in Table 2 . As we can see clearly, when external stimulus a corresponds to each of those trained patterns (namely, P1, P2, P3 and P4) or even the noisy version of P4, the corresponding pattern can be retrieved with much higher frequency, while the others cannot. The size of transient phase frame and period are also listed in this table. The phenomena that the stored pat- tern corresponding to a special external stimulus is retrieved much more frequently and the others are retrieved much less frequently indicates the network can be utilized for pattern recognition with nonlinear dynamics.
Conclusions
In this letter we have concentrated on the chaotic Adachi Neural Network (AdNN), which has been shown to possess chaotic, Associative Memory (AM) and Pattern Recognition (PR) properties. Because the neurons of the AdNN are interconnected through a conventional auto-associative matrix of synaptic weights, which is rough for CNNs, we modified the connection weights so as to render the network possessing stronger AM or PR properties. This is achieved by using the Outer Product Rule to compute the initial weights and then train the network by unsupervised Hebbian rule. Experimental results show that the new weighted network indeed possesses enhanced AM and PR properties. As far as we know, the theoretical and experimental results presented here are both unreported and novel.
